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CHALLENGES

•  Can be distrusting of others.
•  Dislikes routines and rules.r.

MUST NEVER

•  Overlook any details.
•  Neglect the power of knowledge.
•  Mislead people.

MUST DO

•  Always strive for success.
•  Explore new ideas.
•  Be flexible.

IMMEDIATE GOALS

•  Research more about ESE.
•  Learn about service contracts.

TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAMMING

SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT

“The Engineer”
“My thirst for knowledge pushes me to know more, be more, and to do more.”

PERSONALITY

IMAGINATIVE EASYGOING

LOGICAL CURIOUS RESERVED

INTP

INFLUENCES

TECHNOLOGY

INTERNET

FAMILY

Chemical R&D Engineer

Baltimore, MD

Married
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Steven R.
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CHALLENGES

•  Little time dedicated for company
     research.
•  Difficulty with communicating feelings.
•  Accessability concern: Colorblindness

MUST NEVER

•  Act before analyzing the situation.
•  Settle for a lower standard.
•  Ignore structure and schedules.

MUST DO

•  Rationalize ideas and concepts.
•  Find the best answer objectively.
•  Honor commitments.

IMMEDIATE GOALS

•  Learn about ESE defense applications.
•  Learn about service contracts.

TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAMMING

SOFTWARE

DEVELOPMENT

“The Strategist”
“Perfection is the only answer.”

PERSONALITY

PERFECTIONIST DETERMINED

INSIGHTFUL INTUITIVE

INTJ

INFLUENCES

TECHNOLOGY

INTERNET

MONEY

Information Security Analyst

Arlington, VA

Divorced
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Russell C.
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KEY STEP QUESTION COMMENT IDEA

Steven navigates to the 
ESE website.

Russell scans the navi-
gation menu and 
locates "CAREERS" link 
in the navigation menu.

Steven hovers the 
mouse over to the 
"CAREERS" link.

Steven first chooses the 
"Search Jobs" link from 
the dropdown menu.

Steven types in his job 
title in the search field.

Steven selects a posi-
tion that fits his criteria 
from the search results.

Steven wants to submit 
an application for this 
position.

Will Steven know the 
URL or use a search 
engine?

Since the navigation bar 
has 6 links, the "ABOUT 
US" link should be able 
to be found easily and 
quickly.  Make sure this 
is the case.

A dropdown with four 
subcategories appear

We'll need to have an 
advanced search option 
to filter his results 
based on category and 
location (country, state, 
city).

Make sure there is a 
easy way for users to 
submit an application if 
they are interested in 
this job.

We should probably 
require the user to create 
an account so they can 
come back to check the 
status of their application 
and for us to easily keep 
track of all applicants.

Should the "Search 
Jobs" subcategory be 
first on the list?

We'll probably want to 
show job listings 
ordered by the most 
recent posted first.

Steven is thinking about moving to a new company and wants to see what positions are available. If he finds a position that is appealing, he will want to submit
an application.

Steven R.
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KEY STEP QUESTION COMMENT IDEA

Russell navigates to the 
ESE website.

Russell scans the navi-
gation menu and 
locates the "ABOUT 
US" link in the naviga-
tion menu.

Russell hovers the 
mouse over to the 
"ABOUT US" link.

Russell chooses the 
"Company Overview" 
link from the dropdown 
menu.

Russell chooses the 
"Core Values" link from 
the navigation drop-
down menu.

Will Russel know the 
URL from the business 
card he was given or 
will he need to use a 
search engine?

Since the navigation bar 
has 6 links, the "ABOUT 
US" link should be able 
to be found easily and 
quickly.  Make sure this 
is the case.

A dropdown with five 
subcategories appear

Will it be easy for users 
to easily navigate to 
another section under 
the "ABOUT US" cate-
gory?

We may want to 
consider re-ordering 
the subcategories. 
Maybe move Core 
Values above Mission 
Statement?

Which category will 
Russel choose first?

Company Overview
Our Vision
Mission Statement
Core Values
Founder Bios

Include subcategory 
links on a sidebar so 
users can easily navi-
gate to another page 
under the "ABOUT US" 
section.

Russell just attended a tradeshow where he met employees from ESE. He wants to research the company
some more to find out if they would be a good fit to work with in the future.

Russell C.
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MODERN  INNOVATIVE  DEPENDABLE  STRONG
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MOOD BOARD



Voice

ESE strives to speak with a single voice. A voice that reflects and reinforces our brand.

ESE deals with a number of sensitive issues, including clients and classified information. The
work ESE does is very serious and important to their clients and to military institutions and
this needs to be conveyed through their voice and tone.

ESE is a midsized and growing company and we are proud of what we’ve achieved to date. We
stristrive to innovate and to stand out from our peers.

Our voice should be:

• Confident but not cocky.
• Smart but not overly complex.
• Serious but not dull.
• Informative but not sanctimonious.
• Conservative but not unimaginative.

TTone

ESE’s tone is customarily professional and formal. When representing ESE, we must always
keep that in mind. However, we are not robots and there are times when we find ourselves in a
more casual communication and a little levity is fine when appropriate.
 

Intellectual and Informative

   YES

At ESE, we’re developing a new technology in explosive detection
that will protect soldiers against potentially deadly mine attacks,
allowing them to focus on their mission at hand. These devices will
quickly analyze the potential explosive and then send an alert when
it receiit receives a dangerous reading.

   NO

Researchers at ESE are currently working on explosive detection
technology that may potentially protect soldiers on the battlefield
from explosive attacks by bombarding the items with neutrons and
reading the gamma radiation decay signatures to determine the
chemical composition and then signal the user if an imminent danger
is present.is present.

Analysis

The first example is clear in regards to what ESE researchers
have accomplished. It doesn’t overcomplicate things while not
oversimplfying the subject. The second example is not clear if
the technology is proven to work and uses more technical
terminology that overcomplicates things and the message becomes
lost.lost.
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SEO Recommendations

•  Continually update and expand the SEO keyword list.

•  Be careful of targeting high-volume, competitive keywords.

•  Focus on more long-tailed keywords to target a more specific

     visitor to the site.

•  Experiment with some different keywords than your competitors

     to stand out more.     to stand out more.

Relevant Keywords

•  underground geolocation system without gps

•  baloon wind detection for pathfinders

•  unmanned ground combat vehicle

•  bullet detection radar for military

•  airborne platforms remote sensing

•  electrostatic precipitator perfromance monitoring•  electrostatic precipitator perfromance monitoring

•  underwater acoustic communication monitoring system

•  gps denied positioning using networked communications

•  military lightning avoidance system

•  underground tunnel noise detection sensors

•  explosive detection system neutron technology

Accessibility and Usability Recommendations

•  Write in short, clear, straightforward sentences.

•  Use bulleted lists whenever possible.

•  Put the main point at the beginning of a paragraph.

•  Use empty ALT text for decorative elements on a page.

•  Using "skip to main content" links at the top of all pages.

•  Ma•  Make link text descriptive instead of text such as "click here".

•  Start links with relevant keywords.

•  Avoid having too many links that start with the same word or phrase.

•  Make headings clear and meaningful and make sure they are using

     the proper heading tags.

•  Use keywords at the beginning of headings.

•  Avoid large amounts of text on pages with forms.
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SEARCH

HORIZONTAL NAVIGATION

FEATURED CONTENT
SLIDER

FOOTER NAVIGATION

960 GRID

SOCIAL
MEDIA

COPYRIGHT / LEGAL / PRIVACY NOTICE

NEWS
ITEMS

WIREFRAME
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After researching the competitors websites, there were similar elements on those sites that were common
to all or most of them and I wanted to keep a similar look for those, such as horizontal navigation, a featured
slider, a search bar at the top of the page.  Most of the competitor sites did not have a detailed navigation in
the footer but with submenus for most of the navigation items for the ESE website, I thought this was a good
idea to implement.

I wanted to have the news content on the home page, as some of the other sites had, as this keeps the content
on the home page fresh and constantly changing, without don the home page fresh and constantly changing, without dramatically changing the page overall.

The sitemap was based on the information given to us in the company information PDF.  Six main navigation
categories were chosen based on the information in the PDF and partly based on how the other competitor
sites organized their content.  Having the information about what the company does and their current research
stood out as the most important to go first.  News and About were next, as those seemed to follow how the other
sites were structured. Careers and Contact Us were last, as traditionally done with most websites overall.



LAST UPDATE: 7.28.16

ABEL PRO

Abel is a nice mix between a tech font and a modern display face. It is a modern
interpretation of the condensed flat-sided sans serif. Originally used for news-
paper headlines and posters, this style can also be used for text on the web. Its
angled terminals and spiked stems give it enough style to be unique at display
sizes, while its monoweight still works at smaller text sizes.

Lato is a sans serif typeface which uses classical proportions to give the letter-
forms familiar harmony and elegance. The semi-rounded details give a feeling of
warmth, while the strong structure provides stability and seriousness.

LATO

All headings are upper case. Base font size is: 16px / 1em. Color: #FFF or #333.

48px / 3em

36px / 2.25em

28px / 1.75em

18px / 1.125em

LATO Base font size is: 16px / 1em. Color: #FFF or #333.

Navigation Bar
Footer

Visited Link Text

#1e376d

Buttons
Link Text

#8c1c40

Borders
Blockquotes

#daac27

Hover Link Text

#ee316e

Text

#333333

Text / Icons
Fields / Forms
Background

#fbfbfb

View Founder Bios #8c1c40

View Founder Bios #8c1c40
View Founder Bios #ee316e

LINK

BUTTON

FIELD

HOVER

VISITED

LEARN MORE

HOVER

ACTIVE

STYLE GUIDE
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DESIGN COMP

SKIP TO MAIN CONTENT
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